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SUMMARY

It is possible to give an algebraic description of the quantized

free electromagnetic field in which all quantization schemes are regarded

as methods of obtaining representations of a quotient algebra of a certain

subalgebra of the field algebra of the free electromagnetic field. In

particular, the Fermi method of quantization, which was used for many

early calculations, can be reformulated as such a represent.ation, called

the Fermi repl.esentation. In its original form, the Fermi method involved

normalization difficulties which 1ed to arnbiguities in the calculations.

The re-interpretation elininates these ambiguities.

The Fermi representation is obtained by writing the Fock Tepresenta-

tion of the field algebra as a direct integral over t-he spectrun of the

supplenentary condition openators, and choosing a certain cornponent

representation from this decomposition. The component representations

are replesentations of the commutator algebra of the supplementary

condition operators, in which the supplernentary condition operators act

as scalars. They therefore determine a representation of a quotient

algebra of the commutator algebra with respect to an ideal generated by

the supplementary condition operators. This quotient algebra describes

the physical degrees of freedom of the free electromagnetic fie1d.

So far, our descliption has applied to the free field. The ain of

this thesis is to show that the Fermi method can be used to derive

methods for perturbation calculations in quantum electrodynamics, and to

justify the Feynnan rules for S-natrix calculations. 0f course there remain

the usual problems of interpretation of perturbation methods, since they

involve representations of the free field in the infinite past and future,

and inequivalent representations at other times. These difficulties are

present not only in the Fermi nethod but in any perturbative study of

quantum electrodynamics. Therefore the Fermi method will prove to be a



suitable alternative to more standard methods of quantization, such as the

Gupta-Bleuler method.

Certain early papers which used the Fermi nethod for perturbation

calculations, and to derive the S-natrix rules, point out the normaliza-

tion difficulty which led to the r:ejection of this nethod in its original

forn. In one sense a1l we need to do in order to justify perturbation

calculations on the basis of the Fermi method is to demonstrate that the

re-interpretation elininates this difficulty, and renders valid the treat-

rnents given in these early papers.
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CIIAPTER 1

THE FREE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

INTRODUCTION

The most widely used techniques of quantizing the electromagnetic

field are the Gupta-Bleu1er and radiation gauge nethods. The basis for

early perturbation calculations in quantum electrodynamics (e.g. [ 1] ,t 2l )

which we refer to as the Fermi nethod, has not been used since the develop-

rnent of Gupta-Bleuler quantization, because it entails normalizatton

difficulties ,which 
other quanti zation nethods avoid. Even in the free

field case, the states which satisfy the supplementary condition corl'es-

pond to vectors rvith infinite norrn. A reforrnulation of the Fermi method

developed by Carey, Gaffney and Hur:st ([ 3] ,[ 4] ,[ 5] ) uses a Tepresentation

in which all physical states are normalizable. Our main goal is to use

this formulation as a basis for perturbation calculations, in such a r,tay

that the degree of rigour is cornparable with that of the more standard

justifications of the Feynman ru1es.

We shal1 first consider how the nornralization problem arises, and

outline several methods, including that proposed in [3], of formulating

the quantizatíon in such a way that this problern does not occur. We shal1

also show that this approach leads to the familiar value for the effective

free Ilamiltonian:

H = 1¿ 

I ur. çt,'2 + u2)

We shall then consider the treatment of interactions in the different

schemes of quantization, reviewing the justification of perturbation

calculations using radiation gauge and Gupta-Bteuler quantization, and

then shovring that the Fermi method can equally be used as a basis for

such calculations.
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QUANTIZATION OF THE FREE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

Although the electromagnetic field has only two independent components,

its potential is usually written as a 4-vectoï, & ,, because this makes it

possible to develop a Lorentz covaríant theory. The nunber of independent

components is reduced from four to two by requiring gauge invariance and

by imposing the supplenentary conclition. In all the qtantization schemes,

the supplementary condition is in some sense a genet'alization of the

classical requirenent that

Au/+ = Q (1.1)
I

a

We sha11 use the following notation. l,et ,4.,(x), U = 0,I,2,3, be theu--
electromagnetic potential vector, and denote the conjugate momentun by

lI (x). According to the canonical quantization procedure, the non-
l¡

vanishing commutators will be:

¡nu(x) , Au{*')l = iØ ôpv ô(x - x')

The Fourier transforms qu

ølu !"1 (2n)

and -ik.x

and p nay be defined by
u

i oro qu(k)
ik. x

1
e

3 ')

nu (x) d3L pu(Ð e

and then

q and p

tau(k), pu(&)l = ift 6¡1v ô(k - t)

may be written in terms of the photon annihilation and creation

operators, aU and a*

qu (k) ft urf¡ * a* ¡- k) ),

u u

p (Ð (1 {a
Æ

/2.
*(- k) a
)

(k) ) ik
)

ik.
)

J J o

po I ((k) ñ./=- la{zco k) a*lk)Ì *
o --- ,(- k) + aI(k)]

J - )-
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which therefore satisfy

t au(k), ai(1.)l = 6uu ô(k - l_) (I.2a)

Initially, we consider these operators acting on the Fock space

whose n-particle states can be thought of as being formed by the action of

n operators of the form ai(Ð on the vacuum state Q, and we adopt the usual

Fock space inner product. It is convenient to define related operators

(ÐA ffi. 
^.Jj

because these satisfy the Lorentz invatiant relations

tAu(k), Ai(r,)l = 2\tkc Buu o(L - &)

where guu = 'díag(- 1, 1, 1, 1) 
'

t Au (k) , Av (r)l = t Ai (k) , Ai (1,)l = Q

The Lagrangian is chosen to be

â4u
ðA -z- Ê-rl Ì
âx

u

2

Ì[az* ízrrz - s2) - tl a,,tur

-t
âx/

u

(1. 2b)

L=2
ðx

v

Then the Haniltonian is given by

or in terms of the operators (1.3),

H = I a3x ltcznu(*) nu(x) + (v x d )2(*) - "(nj *. no(x) #-r,JJ

H- (1. 3)

The supplementary condition is determined by the commuting operators

X(x) and X(x), given by

X(x) = - cno(x) ,

àII.
i(*)=-cno(x)=.'#

J
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or equivalently by the following linear combinations of Fourier transforms

of these operators:

X - ikx (k)

^
+ ikx (k)

fn terms of Au ot Pu,

*rkl 
= - kil A t- k), x*(- k) = ic kÞ pu(- k)X \j:,, " 'tU. 

- 
ç ¡\ PUt- l-/ 

(1.4)

x-(k) = - ic ku pu(k) = ku Ai(k)

The most obvious way of attempting to render the classical supplemen-

tary condition (1.1) in a quanturn theory is probably the following require-

ment: )

Zero is an eigenvalue of ¡* and x-, and the corresponding

simultaneous eigenstates are the physical states.

This is the formulation of the supplenentary condition in the usual

form of the Fermi method, as used by Belinfante [ 1] , for exanple. In fact,

however, zero is in the continuous spectïurn of X* and X-, and is not an

eigenvalue, so that trstatesrr satisfying this form of the supplementary

condition cannot be constructed as normalízable vectors.

In the Fock space formalism, the state vectors are essentially

described by a product of components corresponding to each kind of photon

(transverse, Iongitudinal and scalar) at each monentum k, written in terms

of eigenvalues of the number operators. The vacuum state Q is characterized

by

a [k)n=0foril=0,7,2,3, ke &3 (1.5)
u ---

and a linear vector space is spanned by the n-particle states, for all

positive integers n, of the forn

"i. (kr) ': (L.)CI (1"6)
P1'- Un rt

1?=ãx+

L:-c^

(!)

(!)

(L)

(k)
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For a particular monentun k, the coordinate system can be fixed such

that k = (0,0,k) (where k = lUl and then the corresponding components of

the supplementary condition operators are

+
X

x- (k)

(!) M
/ -ç-

M
/k

(ar(k) - ai(- k))u-

C'äCÐ - ao(- k))

(1. 7)

In this context, Belinfante attempted to c.onstruct the components of the

product vectoï col:Iesponding to longitudinal and scalar photons' For

convenietìce, we group together those longi.tudinal and scalar photons which

are restricted by the conditions Xt(I) = 0 for the sarne value of k, and

regard the cornplete Hilbelt space as a continuous tensoT product [ 10J of

spaces coïrespot-lding to each mornentun k. The required component of the

product vector is a linear combination

f,cYmn "mrn
(1. 8)

of vectors
k

x (uä (t))'
^m, n /ntn t

(.; (- r.) ) 
n 

tn) o, ,
k

where (n) 
o, s

satisfies
k

a ¡(k) (ç¿);, s = âo (- k) (CI) 
o, 3 = o

Then x- - are eigenstates of the number operators,.ilrfl

k) a k)

with eigenvalues m and n respectively.

Now

a:(k)Xr,r, = ¡ xn-l,r, ao(- k)X*,, = 6 x*,.r-l

aä(k)Xr,n = 'ñrr x¡¡+1,n , tic- ÐXr,r = 'Ñt \n,n+l '

so that t¡e supplementary condition (I.7) leads to the recursion relations

forc :
mn

k

N;*i = uä cul aa (k) ]<¿a (-
ot

(
o
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ñ,c ñ cm-1rn-1
mn

ñc ñ tr-1,n-1
]n,nÞ1

mn

with the solution

c = 0 if n*n
mn

c =C

I
I

nn oo

1'hus the component (1.8) can be written

oo

and has norm
æ

II

c ï Xn.n 'n=o

@

. 2Ir
oo

11=O

c 2_
nn

n=o

which is divergent. This is true for all k. We conclude therefore that

zero is not an eigenvalue of the supplementary condition operators, and a

different formulation of the supplementary condition must be found.

In the Gupta-Bleuler nethod, normaLization of the physical states is

nade possible by altering the definition of the inner product in such a way

that the metric becomes indefinite. Since the field is cluantized as if all

four conponents were independent, a weaker form of the supplenentary

condition must be used. This condition must guarantee that all physical

states have positive norm. This qwantization procedure is discussed in

Schweber [ 6] and Bogoliubov and Shirkov [ 11] . As before, consider a Fock

representation in which the vacuum state Q is characterized by (7'7) ' and a

linear vector space is generated by vectors of the-form (1"8), on which the

usual Fock space inner product is defined by

6 , d3k, d3k 3

(o,v), = 

"i"l ": Íf ,i .., _o 
.,Íi] ..u,,(h...1,,) -,Íi] ..u,,(1,...ç)

n

(n)
ut...iln

rk lv>'n'
where

v (kt...kn) = (f,),au, (kr)..."u'
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is ol¡tained from the commutation relations (t'2a) '

nay be defined on this space:

(0,V) = (0,rìV)F

where n is defined bY the relations:

a. (k) ¡ = ¡a- (k) ,J- )-

a (k)n = - na^(k) 'u-

A new bilinear forn

\2=r

This amounts to changing the sign of the adjoint of ao, and the netric

obtained from the new representation is indefinite. The norn of *r,r' in

the appropriate component of this new metric is zero, since the contribu-

tions from timelike vectors exactly cancel the contributions fron longitu-

dinal vectors. tVe sha1l see that a similar cancellation occurs more

generally.

In the indefinite metric space, a weaker form of the supplementary

condition is sufficient to characterize the physical states:

,(+)¡t)Y=0, forallk, (1.9)

for every phYsical state V.

For guage invariance, observable consequences of the theory must be

invariant under transformations

-'{u[*) * .4u[*) * âuÄ(x) ,

nhere E À= 0, or equivalentlY

+kÂ
u

+
a

where ik.x

(k)(k)+a(l()
p u

Æ
/2k

- ik. x
(E)(^*

n* (t) = 
^- 

(k)

^
+

and

^(x)
d3k e (k) e -t
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Hence the one-particle amplitude

vjl) CU - (o,au(k)Y ) 
'

describes a state physically equivalent to the one described by

vj1) cÐ + tu l+ {k)

In parrticular, Putting (1)
v (k)

+ o(k)
^

(1)
v (k)

o

(1)
v

o
(k)

ko

k

+ k
uu

describes a state in which the

and (1.9) ) ,

time cornponertt vanishes. Then from (1.6)

ki *Ít) Cul = r.v(l) ¡¡¡ = o ,
J

so that the anplitude for a single longitudinal photon is also zero - A

similar discussion can be carried out for states containing more than one

photon. Thus there is no longer an indefinite nurnber of unphysical photons,

and the associated normalization problem will not occur in the Gupta-81eu1er

theory.

There is an alternative nethod of quanti zation in which it is assumed

from the beginning that the longitudinal and tinelike cornponents vanish:

Áoc"l = o = f .{Cll , (1.10)

and only the two remaining degrees of freedom are quantized. So manifest

covariance is not naintained, and rather than requiring gauge invariance

of all expressions, a preferred gauge, the radiation gauge, is chosen. It

is then necessary to demonstïate that the results of calculations are

Lorentz invariant, although quantities which appear at intermediate stages

are not. Quantization in the radiation gauge is the procedure discussed

in Bjorken and DrelL l7l. The Lagrangian density is taken to be

àA â"4 ^ ,ril! = - %(+ - + o* ) ='oçsz - v27
' -ðx' ðxts â*u

,
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and the conjugate Inomenta are

no (*) nk(*) = ek(*)

d3t ik. (x - x')
e

tr
ij=í?t6 (x

=Q

H=1¿ d3x (n2 + ø2)

The canonical procedure indicates that the following equal-time commutators

vanish:

0 = [ d u(*, t), A'(x',t)] = [ nk(x,t), nj ¡x',t¡¡

= [ nk(x,t) , ,4o (I,t)]

then.;{o coffnutes rvith all opelators and is therefore a c-nurnber.

In the cânonical procedure, the rernaining equal-time conmutators

would be given by

lni(*,Ð,,Aj(I',t)l = - [Eí¡x,t), Arlg,"¡l

but this contradicts Gaussr Law, since the divergence of the corrunutator

should tlterefore be ze-ro, and'the divergence of the right hand side is

non-zero. This inconsistency can be eliminated by choosing to replace the

ô-function by the trtransverse ô-functionrr, determined by the requirement

that its divergence should vanish:

orj 6(I - x') * oilCl - x-) = I
k. k.r lì
y2)

The Hanriltonian is

(2r)

The conmutation relations are taken to be

I n, (x ,t) , A, (x',t)]
r- ) -

')= rh 6\ ôlx - xl--

(o i¡

x ) (1. 11)

Thus V ..r{commutes with all operators, and must be a c-number.

In fact, the gauge rnay be chosen such that (1.10) holds. Then

.,4 
utl,t¡ has only transverse components, and its plane l^/ave expansion takes

the form
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will have the sane value in al1 physical states'

(1.13) form a two-sided ideal , ! o, sãY, inU.

cates that an element of the quotient algebra

€" = 9t:J 
o

ik. x
+ a*¡k,À1 i (1.12)e

-0

Elements of the tYPe

The above discussion i-ndi-

=l
-)- 2

--gi!-- I e(k,À) {a(k,À)
/zr(zn) 3 ¡.It- -

-ik. x
,þ(x,t) e

where g(krÀ) are tïansverse unit vectors satisfying

e (k, À) 'k = 0, e (k, ).) 'e (k, ).-) = ôÀÀ, ,

and having no time component, and a and a* satisfy

I a(k,].), a*¡k-,À')J = ô(L - k')6ÀÀ, '

Ia(k,À), a(k-,À-)] = [a*(k,f), a*(k',À')]

As a third possible approach, rve consider the method suggested in [ 3] .

The wa¡, in whic¡ the supplementary condition is introduced in the oId Ferni

method must be altered, but apart frorn this, a similar description of

physical quantities is retained. llre sha11 first develop this approach front

a heuristic point of view, and then outline the rigorous formulation given

in[s].
In the o1d fornulation [ 1] of the supplernentary condition for the Fermi

nethodm the values of X* and ¡- are cornpletely determined in all physical

states, so that operators which do not conìnute witli then could not

corïesponcl to observable quantities. fet tl. be the algebra generated by

the photon annihilation and creation operators aU(k), ait!), U = 0,1,2,3,

k e d?3, with a Fock representation oveÏ. a Hilbert space H . Restrict

attention to those elements of d. which commute with xt(k), t e 613. Let

the subalgebra so defined beØ. Elernents of V do not in general

correspond to distinct physical quantities: those which dil'fer by an

operator of the form

Ia:t (c(k) x*(k) * D(k) x-(k)), c(E), D(b) . V, (1.13)
)

(1. 14)
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r{rould be a suitable description of the free electronagnetic field. This

is the notivation for the refornulation of the Ferni nethod which is

developed in [3] , l4l and [5] and which we sha1l now outline.

The equal-time commutation relations are equivalent to

l,Arlx) , A uí*')l thc\ru D(x - x') (1.1s)t

where D satisfies

so that

D(x,o) = 0,

D (x)

0,

t=o ô (x)

ô (k2)

fl D =

D (x, t)
t

r

I

xk1
1 d4k e e (k)

(1. 16)

f 'lx')
u'

are

but induces a non-

functions F :F = (f

(2n)3

where

where F =

t A(F), A(F-)l = io(F,F')

where
I

o(F,F') = - .| 
dx dx' D(x - x') fu(*)

Then the canonical corunutation relations in l\leyl form

u(F)u(F-) = "-2o(F'F") 
u(F + F-ì

where u(F) = "iA¡r¡. o is a degenerate quadratic form

dege:rerate form on certain equivalence classes of the

F' = (f;) are in the same equivalence class if

e(k) = sgn(ko)

If A(F) is heuristically defined as

A(F)
I

I "4u(*) f (x) d3x
u

f . J , then the cornmutation relations may be written
u

(ru),

)
u

D*f = Dxf'uu
= ÓU, SãYr l-t = 0,L1213



S satisfies

L2.

(1. 17)

the Fermi

potential

the

t sl ). rf

(1. 18a)

tl 0 0 Þ = 0rIr2r3 ,
u

since D does, and so tve nay use as labels for the equivalence classes sets

of functions of the form þ = (0u) where the 0u satisfy (1.1'7).

Let B be the non-degenerate synplectic form which o induces on these

equivalence classes. Then

B(o,o') =-l"anu¡x¡ [*",,.lq;fù #1 ou'c*)]

where n is a spacelike surface.

Let M^ be the space of f.ullctions

D*F = (n*fu)

where * ,.J, u = 0,Lr2,3, and let M be the conpletion of Mo in

norm ([5], equation (5.5)). Then the weyl algebra of the vector

for the electromagnetic field is defined to be the C*-algebra of

canonical commutation relations over (M,B), 
^c(M) 

(as defined in

W(0r) and W(Q2) are elements of 
^c(Ml 

then

-urB(þt,þz)
W($r)l{(02)=e W(Ör*02)

A representation of the Poincaré group can be defined on M by

ó*0':oi(x) - lL
v

u

_1
0v(^ '(x - a))

and since this leaves B invariant, the Poincaré transformations on the l\reyl

algebra are given by

W+W':W'(ó)=W(0') ( 1 . r,8b)

Let S be the subspace of M consisting of wave functions which satisfy
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Then the subalgebra of A"(M) associated with the physical photons is Ac(S),

the algebra generated by the elements IV(Q) of A.(I{) for þ e S. S is not

invariant under the Poincaré transformations (1.18a) so A.(S) is not

invariant under (1.18b). The follorving subspaces of M are invariant under

(1.lSa): the set N of elements which satisfy
âó'u = o
n*u

and the set T of elements of the form âÂ where A is a scalar solution of
ðx!

the wave equation. Denote the associated subalgebras of 
^c(M) 

by A.(N) and

Ac(T). Any elenent ( 0u) of N can be written as the sum of an element of S:

0 (x)

N = S O T, and this decomposition can be used to write Ac(N) as the tensor

product Ac(S) ø Ac(T).

Let Q óu be an element of T. Then in similar notation to
âxu

[1. 16) ,

- 1 o v.ö(x) and an element
v2

t+) of T, where n = !'axp' v2
V.0 , so that

â^

A t0)

where f is chosen such that Â = D*f.

¿ax,4u(x) ( $,)àx

Formal integration by parts yields

a'4u.(x) f (x)
âxP

A ((,) d4xI

So operators A(0)

a./uoDerator, ^udx

where 0 e T correspond to the supplementary condj-tion

There is a natural honomorphism n proj ecting A (N) onto A (S) (where

A(N) is the algebra from which Ac(N) is formed by completion in the

appropriate topology [ 5] ) and which can be extended to A (N), so that there
c

is an isomorphism between A.(S) and the invariant factor algebra Ac(N)/I,

where I is the kernel of n. It can be shor^rn [ 5] that Ac(T) is the centre

of A.(N). Thus elements of A.(N) conmute with the supplementary condition

operator, and A.(N) conesponds ú a, a4d r to .lo in (1.14).
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The Gupta-Bleuler, radj-ation gauge and Ferni quantization procedures

can be regarded as methods for obtaining representations for A.(N)/I.

The radiation gauge formulation is simply a representation of A"(S),

which is isomorphic to Ac(N)/I.

The Gupta-Bleu1er nethod is usually expressed as follows (e.g. t 121 ).

The field algebra is represented on an indefinite metric space l-l-, and the

physical states are equivalence classes in a subspace fr' of ,# , ßl' con-

sists of those o in "Af for which

â"4 (-)
(ã-') Õ=0,

u

and the rnetric rnust be semidefinite on 9':

( o,o >> 0

The space of physical states is

fl pnyt = rL'/ ß" (1' 1s)

where FV " consists of the vectors of zero length:

f+"={o:(o,o)=0}
Thus two different operatoïs in the field algebra will not necessarily

have distinguishable action on physical states, and this procedure can be

regarded as a prescri-ption for finding a representation of a quotient

algebra of a subalgebra of the field algebra.

For the Ferni representation, a direct integral decomposition of.lJ ,

1abe1led by the spectrum of the supplementary condition operator, is

considered. Corresponding to this decomposition of the Hilbert space, the

Fock representation of A.(M) restricted to A.(N) nay be written as a direct

integral of representations of A.(N) acting on each conponent. 3l may le

written:

e
.Éf

ET l_

du (r).Ê



where u(6) is defined by its characteristic function: for ü.1,

rþ+exp-%B(q,,JFq,)

15.

is given by a direct

each 4, n acts on w
Ç

Then the Fock representation acting ot A.

integral of representations n, of Ac(N), where

andforóeN,

(N)

for
7,

iB(q,0)
T (w(0)) = e no (IV(0) )

e

The component representation no(4.(N)) is distinguished because it is

stable under Lorentz transformations, whereas Lorentz transformations mix

the other sectors."

The direct integral n of the representations rrr(4.(N)) extends to a

representation of A.(lt{) in wl'rich elements of A.(N) are diagonalized. The

mapping from A(N) to A(S) defined above corresponds to the homomorphism

between representations: n(W(Q)) * no(W(4,)), for ó e N. This is essentially

a mapping from a repïesentation of A"(N) ou.t i* to a representation of

Ac(N) /r over l*o.

The different representatiorr *e have different kernels K, (correspond-

ing heuristically to ideals of V generated by

+ ¿-
1 g'(k), x (k) s- (k) ]{x (k) 1

+
where the displacements g are deternined by t:). So each representation

n, determines a representation of a different algebra Ac(N)/KC, clescribing

the observable degrees of freedom.

fn general, under a Lotentz transformation f,

H -> ftt,e7

,Fo ir invariant, and the representation no of Ac(N) f I over &o ít u

description of the electromagnetic field in the Lo'rentz gauge. Transforma-

tions

,A .A
â^+- t

u ^udxu
(x)

-+
(x)
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such that

fl Ä=0

do not alter the description. Other gauge transformations correspond to

the selection of a different component space.

TIIE EFFECT TVE HAT,ÍILTONI,A.N FOR TT]E FREE FIELD

If a representation of A.(N)/I describes the free electronagnetic

field, all quantities of physical interest should be included in Ac(N)/I. In

In particular, the Poincaré transfornations should be inner automorphisms

of A.(N)/I. It is not imnediately obvious that this is true, since their

generators clo not iommute with the supplementary çs¡¿ition operators. In

a slight abuse of notation, we shal1 in future refer to any - possibly

unbounded - operator which colnmutes with the .supplernentary condition

operators as an elernent of A(N). We shal1 therefore talk only of the

algebraically defined A(N), rather than A.(N) which i.ndicates the choice

of a topology.

Since the generators of Poincaré transforrnations are not in the

commutant of A(T), there is no obvious rule for choosing an elenent of

A(N)/I corresponding to each generator. Nonetheless, we shall find that it

is possible to construct generators in A(N)/I. This is done in [3] for the

generatoïs of homogeneous Lorentz transformations. We sha11 use the sane

type of construction to obtain the generator of time translations in

A(N)/I fron the llamiltonian H.

For each C in A(N), let CL be the equivalence class (i.e. element of

A(N)/I) to which C belongs. We wi.sh to find an operator G in A(N) such that
I

GL can be regarded as the generator of time translations in A(N)/I. The

time evolution of any C in A(N) is given by

c (t) = "itltc e- 
illt

and is contained in A(N). If G is an element of 
^(N) 

such that
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lH - G,Cl e I for all C in A(N) , (t.2L)

(r.22)

and G commutes rvith H, then

so that

C(t) = e
i (H-G) r

and by (L.2L)

Thus

Frorn (L.2), (1.3) and (I.4),

(1.22) will be satisfied if

iHr ifH-G)t icte=e-'e

c (t) . ("iGt c e-ict)

-i (H-G) t-ict-e)("iGt c e

+I,

so that

cl(t)=(c(t)¡L=(
If G is self-adjoint, U(t) = e

.) r at ¡e- 
ict, r,

will be unitary, so that

iG
e

ict

(u(t)*)L (u¡t)¡L = (u(r))L (u(t)*) 1L

und l"ict)L i, unitary. GL will be a suitable geneïator.

We construct G as follot{'s. Since G must be an element of A(N),

¡*(t) = [x*(k), H] = [x*(k), H - G]

B-(k) = [x (k), I{
and

L

= [x (k), H - G]

H-G= d3k (B* (k) 6 j (k) * B- (k) 6 z (t) )

where

t 6r(r), x*(&)l = [ Ez(Ð, x-(r.)] = ô(k - s)

=Q

and

t Er (l) , x- (&)l = [ 6z (k) , x* (&)]

(1.23)
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Then (1.21) will be true if IEi(k), C] e À(N) for a1r C in A(N) and this

follows from (1.23) by the application of the Jacobi identity to Xt, Ei,

and C.

It renains to find a family of operators Ei(k), i=I,2, sati-sfying

(7.23). From (1.3) and (1.4), suitable forms for Ç. are

Er(Ð = op(L) A:(- !)u-
Ez (t) = gp (k) A^ (L)p-

where qQ ancl gp are c-nurnbers which rnay be chosen such that (I.23) holds.

For example,

(k) kp

4frk3c

ßP (k) = oP (k)

Then

oo

H-G=r<

so that

G=La

The Fourier components of

f o,o {# (Aî(Ð Aj(k) + Ar(k) Aj(!))

+ Aå(k) Ao(k) + Ao(k) AåCÐÌ ,

(t.24)

14(u2+v2)=t¿(Í j + (v x A)2)
J

II

are given by
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Since

. " titj\sz ^'> p.'( Ð Pj(k)y2 r J-

= - +å (**(- Ð * x-(- k)) (x*(L) * x-(k)) ' lo,ok2
tT

, I çnz + ø21 d3x is in the equivalence class G" of A(N)/I so that G is-)
equivalent to the usual effective Haniltonian.

This analysis clearly demonstrates which terms of the Hamiltonian

determine the tíme evolution of physical quantíties. But we have ignored

the problems associated with unbounded operators which arise in the

discussion. The discussion could be given entirely in terrns of the bounded

operators which 1ie in the Manuceau C* algebras we have defined (cf t 5l ).

We conclude that the modified Fermi nethod provides a valid method of

deriving the usual expression for the effective Haniltonian.

C
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CHAPTER 2

THE INTERACTING ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

Perturbation lnethods for calculating interaction cross-sections in

quantum electrodynamics can be derived on the basis of the Gupta-Bleuler

or radiation gauge quantization schemes. These derivations cannot be

conpletely rigorous, as they involve the assunption that the states of the

free field and the interacting field can be accornrnodated in the same

representation, and so, for example, an interacting state evolves from a

free state in the distant past. The calculations also involve the necessity

for renormalization, and the possibility that, even after renormalization,

perturbation expansions may not convelge. They are used because the

results to which they lead agree well with experiment,

The Ferni nethod has previously been used as a basis for these calcu-

lations, (for example, Belinfante [ 1] ), and the results aglee with those

obtained from other methods. But the divergences in the standard Fermi

method which appear as non-normalizabLe states lead, in the interacting

case, to ambiguities in the results. In the next chapter, we shall discuss

interactions using the Fermi method, nodified in a similar way to the

fornulation of the free field cliscussed in Chapter 1. Then the normaliza-

tion difficulties and consequent anbiguities do not occur' and the only

divergences remaining are those which also occur in calculations based on

other nethods of quanti zation. In this chaptel, we shall consider the way

in which perturbation theory can be derived from the Gupta-Bleuler and

radiation gauge schemes.

perturbation calculations in quantum electrodynamics use the first

few terrns of the expansion of the S-operator

i f- t-i,2 f- ¡ t
s = 1 # l__H1(t)d¡ 

* l#) J__rr,., j_- nr(t')dr' dt +
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where H, is the interaction Haniltonian. S is the operator linking the

initial state vector to the final state vector in a scattering process

(i.e. intuitively, S can be thought of as satisfying Vr(-) = S VI(- -)

where VI (t) is the interaction picture state vector at tine t), and the

above expansion for S is obtained formally from the interaction picture

equation 
avr (t)

1+, -È- = H, (t) vr (t) ,

by an iterative procedure. S nay also be written as

1

ñi-S- I
n=o

d4* t f]-uu-^ 
P(f*r(*r) "' wr(*,'))

n

i:_ , (2.r)

where P orders the operators in decreasing order of their tine components:

p(Í.r(*r) .4-r(x,r)) = Ht (x¡r) ... y+r(*¡rr)

where

*2- >... > *?
J I JN

S-natrix elements (anptitudes of the forn (V' SV.) where V. and Yt

are initial and final states) are evaluated on the basis of one of the

quanti zation procedures .

PERTURBATION CALCULATIONS BASED ON THE GUPTA-BLEULER METIIOD

We consider the interaction of the electrontagnetic field with the

electron fie1d, whose free equations of rnotion are

(vu -L + ïn)iþ = o
âxu

¡¡"ru -3- - ¡1 = Q .

3xx

The equations describing the interacting system are

+nlr¡=9

i{vu (å. r".4u)

-,.Ar)

- rn] =Q

jP(*)¡ ,¡4! (*)
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where

ju (*) -]-e=- 2
u,

YIPq/

These correspond to the Hamiltonian H given by

H = H" * n, å f u',. ju(*) ,4u{*) , (2.2)

where H" is the free electron fíeld l-lamiltonian, and H, is the free electro-

nagnetic field Hamiltonian. An interaction picture can be set up in which

the free Hamiltonian is tal<en to be

+HH
eo

H
Y

so that the interaction llamiltonian is

H
1 ju(*) .,4 (x) d3xI c

dqx' P(jul (*r)

p(.4-u, (*r)

u

Then, since spinor operators commute with electromagnetic operators, (2.I)

nay be written

S- 1

n!

4

U,,

çxrr) ) (2.3)

i
n=o

l (x,'r) )

un

fn evaluating S-rnatrix elements, it will be necessary to use Wickrs

theorem, which expïesses a chronological product as a sum of normal

products. Tl-re chronologícal product operator T is defined by

T(u1 (x1) urr(xrr) ) = tj 
, 
(*j 

,) 
tjn (*jrr) (- l)p ,

quadratic in spinor field variables, so that p will always be even.

If u1 and u2 are any two operators in the above interacting system,

then the difference between their time-ordered product and their normal

ordered product :ul(xt) uz(xz): can be expressed in terrns of cornmutatoïs

of annihilation and creation operators, and will be a c-number. In fact,

where *l > ... t *T , uI, , un are operators, and p is the nunber of
J I Jn

transpositions of Ferrni operatoïs involved in the transition frorn initial

to chronological ordering. In (2.3), P can be replaced by T, since jU it
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since for the normal product the vacuum expectation value is

< :ur (xr) uz (xz) :
o

it follows that

T(u1(x1) u2(x2)) :ur (xr) uz(xz): +(T(u1(x1) u2(x2)) )o

Fron this formula, an inductive argunent leads to Wickrs theorem,

which gives the following expression for a chronological product:

T(u1(x1) ... un(xrr)) = :ut(xr) ... un(xrr):

+

+

+I
perlnutations
of 1, ,

{

{I(ur (xr) uz (xz) ) )o

{I(ur (xr) uz (xz) )

( T(u1(x1) u2(x2)) ue(xs) . .. un(xrr) :
o

n

o

(2.4)

Thus the T-product is expressed as a sum of normal products. Feynrnan

graphs are a diagranmatic nethod of listing all the arrangements in this

sum for a given T-product of operators whose amplitude is to be evaluated

between given initial and final states. All the normal products in (2.4)

have two spinor and one electromagnetic operators with coordinates x' for

i=1, ...¡ n. Therefore n vertices, labelled *1, , xn, each of which is

an endpoint of two fernion lines and one photon line, will appear on the

corresponding Feynman diagrans :

All the topologically distinct Feynnan diagrams satisfying the require-

¡nent that this is the only type of vertex which occurs, and that the

appropriate initial and final particles appear, will represent all the

terns on the right hand side of (2.4), Arr rrth order perturbation calcula-

tion uses terms corlesponding to diagrams with up to n vertices. An

L
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undirected photon line with endpoints x. and x. corresponds to

< r(y4.u(xr) ,r{.r{*r)) )o, a directed fermion line fron *i to *j corresponds to

<f¡[(xr) ,¡¡xr)) )o ot <f (r(xr) ,lr(*j)) )o and photon or electron field

variables which appear in the normal products correspond to external lines

of the appropriate particle, with one endpoint at x..

Now

a r(/u(*) .4v(*')) )o = (,.,4u{*) ,4 (*') 0(t - t-)
+ 4(*-) ,Au(x) o(r' - t) )o ,

where

o(t) = { 1

By the definition of the vacuum, this may be rewritten

a r(4.u(*) /u(x')) to =.ÁÍ*)(*) 
^ 

(-)¡x-) o(t - r')
.,.4 j., 6) "ÇÍ-,,,., o(r' - t) )o ,

(2.s)

which is the amplitude for a photon to be created at x' and annihilated at

x for t > t', or created at x and annihilated at x' for t' > t. This

provides a natural interpretation of the photon propagator symbol on a

Feynnan diagram.

Adding quantities which are zero by the definition of the vacuurn, (2.5)

becornes

. r(/u(x) '*v(x')) )o = ( tÁ (*)(*),/ j-',*-r, o(t - t')

* l{Í.r,* 1,,/ j-) c'lt o(r' - t) )o

= - tttc oÍl) Cl< - x-) o(t - t') + lttc oÍ;) C. - x') 0(t' - t)

= (- 21c (2i D(+) (x - x') 0(t - r') - 2i D(-) (x - x') 0(t' - t)

= - ffic Dp (x - x') (defining D, )

where 
uv uv

0 tÞ 0

t>0

V
DD

u
dtu
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The positive and negative frequency parts of D can be explicitly

written

(*)
D (x)

(2n)3

In a sirnilar way, it can be established that

< r(úo(*) ,l,rU[*')) >o

where

S
-¿r=-
(2n)a

1

"-ik'x o(ko) ô(k2) d4k

2s (x - x')

o(-)¡x) = j; | "tn'* o(ko) 6(k2) d+k
(2n)'

They may also be written hrith ô (k2) replaced by + and the ko
y2

integration over an applopriate contour in the complex plane, or

equivalently

D- (x) = 2i I uun 
"ik'x"uu Q'f .l k'n'l- 
t Buu' (2.6)

F

(x- x')
I

I

crß

L

.p+m-]-e
crß "-ip.x ¿+n

F
c¡ß

The expression (2.6) obtained from the expectation value (2.5) apparently

involves operators and states with al1 four degrees of freedom indepetrdent.

But the 14 could be alte::ed by a gauge transformation, and by addition of
u

terms which vanish in physical states by the supplenentary condition. Such

changes nust not alter observable quantities. For example, in the

propagator (2.5), the non-transverse part of ,4,Í-)(x) rnay be written as a
u

linear combination of any two independent non-transverse conponents. These

are provided by the supplementary conclition ¡* (defined in (1.6)) and a

quantity of the fotr þ The first of these does not contribute, because
u

the vacuurn state must satisfy the supplenentary condition. The second

cannot contribute to observable quantities, as it can be nade to vanish by

means of a gauge transformation. (That gauge invariance holds in this case

is due to the fact that in calculations, (2.5) will always be multiplied

by current terms, and current consetvation guarantees that terns of the form
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a^- ¿o not contribute.) Sirnilar arguments hold for trr" *4.(*). Thus only
âxil u

transverse conponents of these operators need to be considered in (2.5).

Now the expectation value in a given state of an operator with only

transverse components is not affected by the presence or absence of

pseudophotons in that state. The state may be replaced by one containing

only transverse photons. But the indefinite rnetric gives the same value

as the definite rnetric for the expectation value in purely transverse

states. Thus (2.5) would be unaltered if it referred only to the vacuun

for transverse photons and the expectation value relative to the definite

metric

This denonstrates how, in the Gupta-B1euler method, the restrictions

imposed by the supplementaly condition and the cancellation achieved by the

indefinite metric combine to prevent the unphysical photon components from

contributing to observable results.

In order to determine a conplete set of rules for obtaining an

amplitude frorn a given set of Felmman diagrans, conventions must be

established to account correctly for statistical factors a:rd sign. However,

we have concentlated on those trn".a, of the evaluation pïocess which are

different for different techniques of quantizing the electromagnetic field,

and without establishing the remaining rules in detail, we now list the

rules for obtaining a matrix element from an tth otd"" diagran. ([ 6] ,

p.47L):

1.
n

A factor (*) for the diagram as a whole from the perturbation

expanslon.

2. A factor ("yu)oß fot each vertex.

3 A factor - t17tc Dp(*j - *¿)guu fot an internal photon line

connecting the points x

A factor (- % S, (x.e, -

frorn x. to xU

and xj )L

4 j))os for an internal fermion line directed
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5. The appropriate creation or annihilation operator Uj=) t*),

vj=) t*1,4' jt) c*l for each external free electron, positron or

6

photon line

A factor (-

leaving or arriving at x.

1) for each internal closed fernion 1oop.

PERTURBATION THEORY IN THE RADIATION GAUGE

For the free field in the radiation gauge, V'A

zero. When interactions are introduced, it is stil1

independent variables. The equation

and ,.4-^ are identically
o

true that they are not

(2.7),t -0I
still holds, and ,4o it now given by

.4" c*l =

ik.x j^(k t)
d3k e -- u -

k2c

J (x' t)

1

3 2(2r)

(2.8)
4rc l* - *'

where T is the Fourier transform of j"u -u

This is consistent with Gauss' law, since in the interacting case,

v. E (x) J (x) (2.s)
o

H"nce .4 is not independent of the matter-field variables, and does
o

not commute with then:

I l- (*, t)o- ,f (x', t)l e
,J, (x', t) (2. 1o)

4r x

For i = 1,2,3, "4. coïffnutes with the natter-fie1d variables. Also, for
]-

each field taken separately, the commutation relations are like the free

field relations. ,,4 is transverse in the radiation gauge, since (2.7)

holds, and it satisfies

d3x- o

I
c

x'

.tr
) is the transverse current source, satisfying

.tr
J

tr4

v

)

=Q
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It nay be written

where En is the longitudinal part of E,
_L

component of j.

The Hamiltonian may be written as

fl=
)

Now

where E tr
we find,

d3x

ar
âE"

since ¡¡: cancels the longitudinal

.trJ =L
âEu

+-

I utl< {,1,t voy¡ (- t # *Ai) + ronl þ + 2 (82 * B')).

I uta (e2 + s21 = I ut* uî - 
Id3x 

(Ef, * B2) , (2.1r)

is the tiansverse component of E. In the presence of interactions,

from' (2.9) ,

,2 d3x ef = d3x _ 
jo(x,t) jo(x',t)

8nc2 ll - I
,?, jo(k,t) jo(- k,t)

2k2c2

(2.r2)

The second tern in (z.tL) is the free field energy for the electro-

nagnetic field. A suitable choice for the interaction picture Hamiltonian

is therefore
) (x', t)

(t) d3x' o

I

(2.73)

As we noted at the beginning of this chapter, the assunption that

perturbation methods are a valid calculation procedure involves the

assunption that an interacting state evolves from a free state in the

distant past, so the free and interacting fielcls must be able to be

accomrnodated in the same representation. The interaction picture rnakes

use of this assumption, and the interaction Haniltonían, and hence the

S-matrix, are expressed in terms of the free rrin-fields't - from which the

interacting fields evolved. In addition to satisfying the free equations

of motion, the electromagnetic in-fields have the property that they are

H = I ut* {- å ¡r(l,t),4 s{*,t1 * jo(x,t) 
I Bnc2 l* - *'
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transverse in the radiation gauge. This property is important for S-matrix

calculations, so üie use notation which emphasizes the fact that in-fields

are being used.

In terms of these operators, the S-natrix is

(rn) ) ,
1

ns=r* f
n=1

(#) I]- u." r(ui(tr) Híf:-nl dti (2.74)

where

and

(2. 1s)

where nx is a timelike unit vector, equal to (1,0,0,0) in the frame used

for (2.13). This definition is consistent hrith (2,73) since ,4:" has only
u

transverse components.

Thus the S-natrix expansion (2.1.4) includes all terms of the fonn of

those ín (2.3), and in addition, a1l those which can be obtained fron an

thn"'^ order term in (2.3) by replacing up to n of the

+ I da* jf"c*l -4 
u i'(*)

c J 'u
by

r

I at H!o"l ¡t¡
)

Feynman graphs can be adapted to provide a nethod of listing all these

terms by allowing an additional type of vertex:

Hí(t) = HTo'l(t) * Hlrtt)

J 
a. Hf"¡.¡ = - å f ,i"(*),Au i'(*) d4x ,

I at Hfo"lctl = r, I d4z d+z- 6(20 - z;) if"c,l *#A il"c,-t

to

to represent the Coulonb interaction between two charges. For any Felmman

graph in which at least one Coulomb vertex occurs, there will be another

graph, representing a tern in the same sum, in which this vertex has been

replaced by a propagator:
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which is now taken to represent transverse photons only.

For the in-field, Áitt, (1.10) holds, so that the plane-wave expansion

(1.12) can be used to deternine the vacuum expectation value

< T({i"f*l ..4, l"(x')) )o rvhich corresponds to an internal photon line

between x and x':

< r("4f"C*l Á:"(x-)) s = lvtc oFl..Clc - x')
uv

- ik. (x - x')
d4k e I(Z¡7'z ¡2 + ie )t=1 ,2

e. (k, À) e . (k, À)u- v-

A conplete set of orthogonal vectors is given by eu(k,1), eu(k,2),

^
u and ku, where

k ku (k. n) nu
u (k'n) -y2

so that

n

and

uv

contribute.

becomes

^=,,, 
eu(k,À) tu(!,À)=- guv * tutu - Êuru

olt (x - x') = DF

r')(x- ik.
d4k e

uv (2n)2 k2 + ie

k2nn
v u

- (k.n) (kun +kn )+kkv-v (2.16)
(k'n) 2 - k2

rn the s-matrix, lfr tx - x') is always multipliea uy iu(x) ju(*'),
uv

so that, by current conservation, terms proportional to kU or ku do not

Hence the second term in (2.76), nultiplied by current terms,

1 x-)(xk
d4k e ,,V

J !in (x) i
an

(x')
(2r,)2 (k.n)2 - k2

u
n'
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or J (x)
u.']-n

(x')j
v

1n ,rurru ô ¡t - t')
4r X

n!

x

This has the same form as ZUlo'l ¡t¡ . The appropriate factor corresponding

just to the Coutonb interaction on a diagram, between x and x-, is

,,rrru 6(t - t')
8n

Therefore, if the statistical weight of the diagram containing the Coulonb

vertex is twice that of the same diagran with this vertex replaced by a

propagator, the non-covariant terms will cancel. Tlien diagrams containing

Coulonb vertices ."r ¡" ignored if Of" is replaced by D, in terrns coïres-

ponding to the renaining diagrams, A term of order 2n in Ulr ana m in

n;o"t will appear in the S-rnatrix in the term

T-+-il (nl' * ncoul' 2n+n

(appropriately ordered. )

The required term is

TÐ! (u1o'1)t

XX

= 'T*' ("Ï')2n+n-k ,';o"t,
k=o

11 (ntt) 2"

There are (2n) ! rn! topologically identical graphs obtained by interchanging

the m 1abe1s of Coulomb vertices among thenselves and the 2n labels of

photon-electron vertices among themselves. In addition, there are 2m

topologically equivalent graphs obtained by interchanging the pairs z and

z'(in the notation of (2.15)) in H!o'l. This cancels with the factor-of-2

difference between Hlot1 and the non-covariant part of DFr.

Factors referring only to the electron field will not be affected by

the change in quantízatíon method. The terms corresponding to initial and

final photons will be the same for both methods, since they are taken to be
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free field states, and it was established in Chapter l- that, in the Gupta-

Bleuler method, these states contain only transverse photons.

It follows that the Feynman rules as stated earlier can be established

on the basis of radiation gauge quantization.
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CHAPTER 3

APPLICATION OF THE FERMI METHOD TO THE INTERACTING

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

We now return to the revised Fenni quantization procedure which was

discussed for the free field in Chapter 1, and attempt to develop the

quantization of the interacting field along the sarne lines (cf. t 31 ). This

fornulation of the interacting field can then be used as a basis for

scattering calculations, and we shall show (Chapter 4) that it gives rise

to the standard Feynman rules.

The Hamiltonian (2,2) for the electronagnetic field interacting with

the electton ii"td can be written non-covariantly as

I ^ ^ 1r r,^ , ðA^ à/'.
fl = I ¿3* lrcz r-tn.. *'4ly",Ll' - "(it, =.-L. II^ =.=l)) - -- --U -t- --, . J ,*j o Ax.

- # A:'yoyjú - T & orrf - icnyotj 5 - ncnyor!]
ðx'

where n is the conjugate momentun to rf : r = ltt-,|t. We wish to quantize the

theory corresponding to this Hamiltonian subject to the supplenentary

conditions specified by ¡ and t, where ¡(x) = clo(x). For the interactirtg

case, these are equivalent to the conditions deternined by

x*(- k) = iclkup,,(k) - *:^(- k)l ,F- c2 u - (3.1)

x-G) = - icl kupu(L) . ] :o(- k)ì

In terms of rnomentum coordinates, the Hamiltonian is given by

H - [ asr. Ir.'p'(- Ð pu(k) + lav2(oju - ()qi (k) qs(k)
J _ ^U___ _ \ y2 ¿ ,1 __ ,y,__

- tojc(po(k) qj ttl * pj (k) qo(k)) - å qu(k) iu(- k)

- ik.c0 (k) y.yjf (k) - mco (t)v^f (t) Ì ,I --- o o --
where 0 and f are the Fourier transforms of r.þ and r respectively.
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If the canonical quantization procedure is followed, and an attempt is

made to impose the supplementary condition essentially by selecting the

eigenspace of the supplementary condition operators with eigenvalue zero '

then the following problen arises, exactly as for the free field. The so-

ca11ed "physical statesrr selected in this vJay are not well-defined

normalizable vectors on Fock space. However, we sha1l see that the follor+ing

approach, discussed in Chapter 1 for the free field, nay be used to introduce

the supplementary condition in the interacting theory also. We define the

quantum theory as a repïesentation of the quotient algebra (L = t/J ,

where € is the algebra of operators which corrunute with the supplernentary

condition , un¡.! is the ideal of elements of the form

Iart (c(\)x*(k) * D(k)x-(k)), where c(k), D(k) .G fo' all k
)-

Then the physical states are well-defined norrnali zabLe vectors in the space

on which the representation of gL acts, and unambiguous calculation

procedures may be developed in this representation'

In terrns of the Manuceau algebra notation, K no* corresponds to an

algebra including A(N) as well as operators involving the electron fie1d.

As it stands, the supplenentary condition (5.1) depends on the amount of

charge which is present. This complicates the identification of the

commutator algebra, and also the description of perturbation theory calcu-

lations, where a physical system is pictured as evolving from a state in

which no charge is present to interactions with charged particles, and

back again. At different times during this evolution, the description of

the electronagnetic part of the system will be in terms of different

rrobservable algebras'r A(N)/J, where J rnay vary. Such a conplication is

avoided by performing a I'unitary'r transformation on all electromagnetic and

matter field variables :

jo(- k)
d3kÌu*uS=SaS, whereS=exP *l y2

ksqr (t)
(s.2)
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The transforned operators have the following forn:

Squ

S
Po=Po

o
'u I=0, 1 ,2 ,3 ,

ik
L

(- k)
9,=I ,2 ,3 ,

S(k) ) n
(- k) (o

j
rf cU = p¿(5) +

c2 k2

Ulfp - exp(- o) ,l,o(x) ,

'3,u1 = exp (a) no (x) ,

div A(x')

.S
Jo

-.1
(-k)*t*"j

y2

o (3. 3)

d3x'
Tffi¿

+In terms of these operators, X and x are given by

x*(- k) = i.Lupl(- k) ,p-

x-(\)=-i.r.upi(k) 
G'4)

Of course, due to the unbounded operator in the exponent, the trans-

formation (3.2) is not well defined as a unitary transformation on the

whole algebra. But it is a convenient shorthand for specifying an auto-

norphisn of the algebra, which, however, is not implemented, and so leads

to an inequivalent Tepresentation.

The commutation relations are unaltered by the transformation, and

thus the transformed spinors conmute with X+ and X-, noI{I given by (3.a).

So now the introduction of charge does not alter the forn of the quotient

algebra, and the space on which it is represented.

fn terns of the S-transforrned operators, the Haniltonian has the forn

H = i a3u {'ec2put(- u) nfcu + '14kz(oju - fl rlru olcu

.tn kok*

where

1+-J
2k2c2

1ec[

x'x

1S-ãq¿fru nl(k)S

o
(k)

- ikj.cnfrSl o;q) . nlcÐ rfr¡l) - tuj.os(k) vovrrstS)

Ì- mcO
S (!) Yof

S (k)

y2
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The algebra of operators describing both fields nay be written as a

product

CfZ " ^(M)s 
,

where Ct! ""a 
A(ÐS are generated by the S-transformed electron and

electromagnetic field operators respectively. Since the S-transformed

' s ' 's + - lements of As comm,rtespinors n" and úl conmute with X' and x , a\\ " "
with the supplementary condition operators. Thus if A(N)S is the sub-

c
algebra of A(M)o which commutes with the supplenentary condition, the

ful1 algebra of operators comnuting with the supplenentary condition will

be

S Sa x 
^(N)e

Also, there is an isornorphism between

( ct:

and
S(^ (N) /r

x a(N)t)/tt

Sftz )

[Since we shall discuss only S-transformed operators, the S-superscript

will be omitted.)

In order to establish that time-translation can be implenented in

ü" * A(N)/I, it is necessary to show that the Hanittonian can be written

as a sum of operators

H=G+K,

where

Ge(] x A(N) (3. 6)
e

and

lK,Cl eI forallCe @ xA(N) (3.7)

We show that this decomposition is possible by constructing suitable

operators G and K, in the same way as for the free field Hamiltonian. As

in Chapter 1, we do not tackle the problems associated with the discussion
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of unbounded operators, and note that a rigorous justification of our

analysis should be achieved by a reforrnulation entirely in terrns of

Manuceaurs C*-algebra fornulation of the CCR.

From (3.4) and (3.5),

s*(-¡l) =[x*(-k),H] =fr,kc x*(-k) ,

and

B-(k) =[x(k),H] =-fi.kc X(k)

Thus if gr(t) and Ç2(k), t . ß3, are fanilíes of operators satisfying

lx*{ - 5), tr(&)l = [x-(k), Ez(pl = ô(k - &) '

, 
I x*i- l, , Ez(Ðl = [ x-(k), Er(.!.)ì = Q

then a possible choice for K will be

Kr= a3r (B* (- k) tr (t) + B- (k) 6z (t) )

Suitable choices for Ef and Ç2 are

Er (t) =

njoi (- n) - noQo(- k)
,

gz (!) =

Zltk2c

- o'o¡(u) * koqo(t)

2fik2c

and then

so that, fron (3.5)

1+-l
2k2cz 

- o

*, = f ¿3t iLjc (p, (t) qo(k) + po(Ð qj (k))

Gl = H- Kr = Jurn Iz.rpr(- k) pu(k) +1-,k2 (oju - #rq¡(Ð 
q¿(k)

(* k) jo(- k) . 
# 

jo(!) pj (k) - | eutL) jn(- k) klkt.,'

-l

k2)

- ikJco(k) vorrf (k) - mco(k) vof (!Ì .

and K as constructed do not commute, but if G is defined by

G = Gr - j aat ruc +:pu(- 
k) pv(k) . # jo(k) pj(k)l

(ou'-

G
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then G and K = fl - G will cornmute. G differs fTom Gr by an elernent of I.

(We could write

I
G = Gr - l¿3r {%x*(- k) x-(k) -1:-j^(L) tx*(L) + x-(k)l} .)' J Y2 u-

Thus G and K sti11 satisfy (5.6) and (3.7). The generator of time trans-

lation in Ct x A(N) lI is
e

GI -G L

I a3u l>,.2 [(u,o 
d.E1-, pj (- k) pr(L)]L

+t'¡2 [,u'u #, 
qj(k) qrß)]L

L

* 1 ilrtl i
2k2c2 u -

L LI
c þ,,.,

Î,m klkt
(o(- k)

m
(- k)

y2

- ikjcol(k) vorrfL{L) - ncol(t) vorLi¡)} (3. 8)

The element CL ot C'l- x A(N)/I such that G satisfies (3.6) ise'
essentially unique. Suppose (G + G') is a possible alternative. Then by

(g.6), G'conmutes with ¡1, so that it is possible to discuss the colrres-

ponding equivalence class, G'L. Also, by (3.7), LG',CI e I for all

C e A(N), so that

j
o

Thus, íf C)

I G'L, cL] = r = oL for alt cL in Cl. " A(N)/I

x 
^(N) 

/T ís irreducible, G'L must be a multiple of the identitl',
e

1 + I. Hence the elenent GL of Ct." x A(N) /I ís determined uniquely up to an

arbitrary c-number.

GL in (S.S) has the for¡n of the sum of the free electromagnetic

Hamiltonian, the free electron field Hamiltonian, ana ff! defined by

nï = f u,n {å:lc- u [ou,o, 
(uu'- #,1" .;iol{¡) ifc- u}

= I u,u {- å,"(- k) n}"r41 . #if cll if c- o}
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where
L

This suggests an interaction picture in which the Hamiltonian is

divided up in such a way that the interaction Haniltonian is given by

L L
T 1 .L* 

,u* 
to

L

{,' cu = Im
(o(k)

kuk*.,

-t

k2)

L t
qmH

HL
o

{
1 m

c
(- k, t) (k, t) (k, t) ¡lC- t,t)ì d3k

(J_(r) JI
(3. s)

where for each operator nL(t),

L /rt
A (k, t) (k)

L
I

e

and

H

to, 3+{q = ul(.) v(t) (3. 1o)

Schwinger [ 2] , I B] did calculations in a scherne formally similar to

this one (but with a supplementaïy condition which leads to normalization

problems), rnaintaining explicit covariance of all expressions. I{e shall

consider some of his calculations in Chapter 5, and in preparation for this,

we now discuss his formalism, nodified in the usual way to avoid the

normalization problen.

The ínteraction Hamiltonian in Q. " ^(N)/r ' 
(3'9)' was obtained after

the transformation of the ful1 llarniltonian to the Lorentz gauge, and takj-ng

account of the supplementary condition. It involves only transverse

components of the electromagnetic field; in fact, it has the same form as

the interaction Hamiltonian in the radiation gauge. If the interaction

picture is adopted before transforming to the Lorentz gatge and applying

the supplementary conditj-on, the interaction Haniltonian density corïes-

ponding to the Schrödinger Hamiltonian (2-2) is

á1{*)=-åiu(*).,4u{*) (3.11)

i-HLt -::r.lt/k
o L

The Schrödinger equation for the interaction picture is

A

GL-
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The corresponding supplenentary condition operator is

do

Then the Haniltonian density becones

#'.'-1" Xu' 
å ¡u(x') D(x - ) (3.r2)

(3. 14)

where x, x' lie on the arbitrary spacelike surfaces o, o' respectively.

Individual terms in the sun j-.,$U ao not commute rvith this supple-

mentary condition operator. To determine whether the interaction

Hamiltonian itself is in A(N), we first write it in terms of the longitudinal,

tïansverse and timlike component s of "&.,. In a frame where the tinelike
u

component is always in the direction n = (110,0,0), the transverse cornponents

will be given by the Fourier transform of qlt(t), A.¡*), sãY. Then the

tinelike component is.¡lo¡*1, and the longitudinal cornponent' (;f[(*)

A,L lÐ) has the form 
ä" 

for some scalar field Â- satisfying tr Â' = 0'

More generaLly, in a frame of reference specified by the timelike

vector nu (which rnay depend on x) , the field ,4 u written as a sum of tine-

Iike, longitudinal and transverse components becomes

Ar{*) ='u'u ä ,-, qå *'u'u #) ^-(x) 
* 1'r(x) , (3.13)

where 
à& rx)

[Â=f] rl-=D&r=0, and ||1=0=nuúu[*)
u

flr(*) = ju(x)
^'(x)) 

- juc,.l ffi * ju(x) a' re)u
nn v S cnc*l

v

and the'supplernentary condition operator (3.12) is

â $ cnc*l - Â'(x))
1l

v
jv

1,.
(x') D(x - x-)nnuv do n

ãx
u

OT

(^(x) Â'(x) ) J
vn_l

Jo'

where r& ir determined by

clo
v
(x') &(x - x') (3. ls)
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nzÐG) = o ,

uv

Ì

aa

(3. 16)

(", 
ù)'&(*) 

= D(x)

Then the commutation relations (1.15) are equivalent to

l,A- uG) , (Lr{x')l =_lltcg D(x-x') +lltc
*u â*u

âr

-tã*u/
ÐC* - x') ,( a al

-t,*^J

f, å ju(*) n'(x) uou

À
+ n

u ðx
nn+

Vv

(3.77)

t 
^(x), 

Â(x')l = - [ 
^-(x), 

À'(x-)] = - lltc,&(* - x') ,

tA(x), À'(x')l = [Â(x), \l*)l = [Ä'(x), d-r?)l - 0

The canoírical transfornatíon (3.2) makes the supplenìentary condition

independent of the electron field, and it is then easy to tel1 by inspection

which operators are in A(N). In the present notation, the transfornation

(3.2) is given by

A(x) + 
"-it(o) R(*) "ir(o)

for any l, ín1I, where o is a spacetike surface containing x, with normal

n (x), sãy, and
u

1X(o) = æ (5. 1B)

Under this transforrnation, the supplementary condition operator

sinplifies to

^ 
(x) - 

^-(x) 
(3. 1e)

while l'¡(x) becomes

Í,,[*) = -: jr(x) (Clrr*l *.u'u $ cn¡*¡ ' 
^'(x)))L¡L(;U'--UFlvo¡v

1+-
c2

x-x')ap
ãx

v
(3. 20)
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element of CÌ.

e

C} x a(N)/I.
e
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(x) connutes with the operator (3.19). It is therefore an

x A(N), and belongs to one of the equivalence classes in

This equivalence class may be written

Þ tr,, c*l = - å if c,.l au' (*) ¡,

L
(x ) iu (x) (z a& (x - x')

âxu

(3.27)

(3.22)

L
1+-

c2

+nnuv

À
do )

o

The interacting electronagnetic field is described as a representation of

A. * A(N)/I on a Hilbert space of states, and the equation of motion in

this representation corresponding to the interaction Hamiltonian (3.2I) is

a,9(x - x')
âxv

nÏ,r(*) v[ o]rh ôv[ o]
¡;ÏÐ

It is not necessary to impose the supplementary condition in con-

junction with this equation. It has already been accounted for in defining

the algeb"^ Ct. x A(N)/I, to which the Hamiltonian Sl,r(x) belongs. For

a given calculation, all the necessary transforrnations and rearrangements of

the equation of motion may now be carried out wholly within the representa-

tion of the quotient algebra, starting from equation (3.22).

In the next chapter, we sha11 derive the Feynman rules for scattering

calculations in this fornlism, and in the following chapter, we shall

consider other calculations in the quotient algebra.
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION OF S-}.,IATRTX ELEMENTS IN THE FERIVII METHOD

In view of the correspondence between calculations involving operators

in the quotient algebra ù. " A(N)/I and those carried out in terns of

operators in the full field algebra(l= Ü. * A(M), it seems reasonable to

expect that the formulation of the Ferni method as a representation of the

quotient algebra will lead to the standard rules for the evaluation of

S-matrix elements. In this chapter, $re shall denonstrate that the Feynnan

rules for scattering calculations can in fact be justified on the basis of

the revised Fermi nethod. The discussion of scatterj.ng calculations based

on the Gupta-Bleuler method in Chapter 2 showed that these rules follow

nost directly from a formulation in which the components of the field are

not sepaïated into physical and unphysical parts. However, we have also

seen that quantization in the radiation gauge leads to the sane results.

The forn of the interaction Flaniltonian in the revised Ferni method (3.9)

is similar to that found in the radiation gauge (2.t3): they both consist

of a Coulomb term plus the inner product of the current with the tr.ansverse

electromagnetic field.

Thus it may be expected that the terms in the S-natrix for the revised

Ferni nethod will correspond to the sarne Feynman diagrams as those used for

the radiation gauge calculations. These diagrams involve two kinds of

vertices: those representing Coulomb interactions,

and the electron-photon vertex
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In order to perform perturbation calculations in the quotient algebra

fornulation of the Fermi method, we assume that the S-natrix SL is an

element of ()^ x A(N)/I, and apply the usual iterative procedure to the
e

interaction equation (3.10) or (3.22) in.order to obtain a perturbation

expansion in t-" x À(N)/I:

r-@

I 1

n!

n
SL dtr (4. 1)

n=0 -@

T

where Hi(t) is given by (3.9), or (3.21), with all operators replaced by

their equivalence classes in d. " A(N)/r' As anticipated in the above

discussion, the terms of SL correspond to those in the expansion (2,74) for

S, obtained in the radiation gauge. We wish to conclude that, as in the

radiation gauge formulation, the S-natrix element for given initial and

final states has a teïm comesponding to each Feynman diagran with the

appropriate external states, and involving the two types of vertex nentioned

above. This will certainly fol1ow if Wickrs theorern for time-ordered

products holds in the present fornulation. Wickrs theorem is established

by an inductive argument fron the identity

T(0r(x) 0z(x)) = :01(x) Óz(*): + ( r(01(x) 0z(*)) tu." , (4'2)

(where ó, may represent any electromagnetic or electron field operator

occurring in the S-natrix expansion (4.1) . Thus the only electromagnetic

operators which need to be considered are the transverse components.) To

check that the identity (4.2) holds, we must verify first that the forn of

the commutation relations in A" * A(N)/I implies that different orderings

of the product of operators Ór(xr) þ2|rù differ by a c-nurnber, so that

r(ór (xr) ózGù) Qr(xr) þzGù: + c-nurnber , (4.3)

and secondly that a normal-ordered product has zero vacuum expectation

va1ue.
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Since the napping fron úL" x n(N¡ to fru * 
^0)/I 

is a honomorphism,

we deduce fron the conmutation and anticommutation relations of operators

a x A (N) that
e

{,1,L(xr), ,pL(*r)} = {r!(xr), ,p(*z)}L = ô(xr - xz)

and, by (3.77), that

1n

[øf c,.'l , af,(,.,)] í?Lc s"u - xz)

--?='l p.¡*1 - xz)
âxîJ

D (xl
v

â

-+a*Y

(4 .4)

Since only the transverse components of the electromagnetj-c field

appear in the S-matrix (4.1), these comnutation relations are sufficient

to establish (4.3). In order to estabLish (4.2), it remains to discuss

the definition of the vacuum in A" * A(N)/I, and to show that normal-

ordered products have zero vacuum expectation va1ue. The usual characteri-

zation of the vacuum Q for the electron field can be translated into the

present formulation:
_ -L - -L

{,t*) (x)n = ¡(+) (x)CI = o (4.s)

(The relationships between sone diffeïent conventions for positive and

negative frequency components are given by Bogoliubov and Shirkov IB] p.653.

l\le follow Schwingerts convention, in which (4.5) holds and in a normal-

ordered product, aLI negative frequency components stand to the left of all

positive frequency components.) Hence any normal-ordered product of

electron field operators in (,t" will have zero vacuum expectation value.

Positive frequency conponents of the transverse electromagnetic field

should also satisfy

o
(

âr
*Ï'

À
n

u
nn+

ðx
vV

I

L

& (*) (x)0 = 0 (4.6)
u

and since the only physical free photons are transverse modes, the definition
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of the vacuum should not make reference to other modes. We now check that

(4.6) is a Lorentz invariant requirement, i.e. it is independent of the

vector n! introduced in (3.13). Consider an alternative definition of the

transverse conponents of a field:

a" (x) a
u
(x) - nu

(x) +

-dn:-VdX
v

lnn-u

t\'(x) t

where n is related to n-. by a proper Lorentz transfornation. Thenuu
nn

u\)
â

d,u (x) a )v ôx
(^(x) Â'(x) )

u v

so that ã, and A' a¡ffet by an element of the ideal generated by the---uu'
supplementary condition operator and hence

(x) a L (x)
u

and in particular
L

ç(+)
u

(x)

Thus the definition of the vacuum (4.5), (4.6) is Lorentz invariant. It

also guarantees that a normal-ordering of any term in the S-rnatrix (4.1)

will have zero vacuum expectation va1ue. This fact, together with (4.3)

leads to the identity (4.2) from which Wickis theorem follows (cf. [7],

9 17.4). To perform a perturbation calculation, Wickrs theorem may be

used to expand the S-matrix (4.1) as a sum of terrns consisting of a normal-

ordered product rnultiplied by 2-point vacuum expectation values, and

appropriate natrix elements may be calculated" Alternatively, one can

write down all the topologically distinct Feyrunan diagrams, involving both

kinds of vertex, with the appropriate external 1ines. Then each diagram

corresponds to a term in the expansion of the S-natrix element, under the

fo1 lowing correspondence :

LL
< T(û.u (*i) Au (xr)) ) corresponding to an internal photon line

between x, and x,;L J-

ai

L
(x)



< r(,l,t(*.) Uf C*r)) ) corresponding to an internal fernion line

fron x. to xj;

the appropriate creation or annihilation operator q/
(r)
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(x),
L

CI

újt)LC*1, úL,Ít"(*, for each external free electton, positron or photon

line leaving or arriving at x;

a factor ("yU)oß fot each photon-electron vertex, and for each

end of every Coulomb interaction vertex.

A Coulomb interaction veltex, with the photon lines adjoining it

corresponds to the Coulonb term in the Hamiltonian density. Thus those

terms of the S-natrix which correspond to a diagram containing that vertex

include a factor

aF & (x - x') (4.7)+nn
À( % Àu)

v

(choosing for each x a surface o with constant norrnal nil so that

oo n do').
u u

The terms coïresponding to diagrams in which the vertex has been

replaced by a photon propagator contain a factor

d4x d4x' 1 ju(*) iP(*') < T(A, f c,.l o f {*')) to ,
c2

I

.l

corresponding to the propagator and adjoining electron lines.

To find an expression for the term <TQ,!.G) A,fC*')) )o in terms of

the commutator function D, we use the commutation relations (4.4) for the

(Li

< r1,lr(Ð a,f C*'l) )o = ( foj.",*,, cL?tc*'t] ) o(xo ox )

+( q,:.r(x,), O{-)¡x) ) e(xo'- *o)
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= - 
'.fi.c 

guu DF(x - x') + ,<hc 
tå å 

* ('u à

âx
v

-2â, À âJ+n-l D----lu â*u' ax^J
(

o ãrn' 
-làxo'

Dr(x - x-) (4. 8)

(4.e)

where D, is the usual propagator function,

o.(x) = 2í(D(+) ¡x) o(*o) - o(-) ¡x) e(- *o))

The first term in (4. S) is thc prcopagator function corresponding to

a photon line in the standard Feyrunan rules. We shall show that the second

term exactly cancels the Coulonb tern (4.7). Then as in the radiation gauge

calculation, the correct results can be obtained by onitting diagrams

involving Coulomb vertices, and writing down the propagator function

2ftc Eyv Dr(x - x') corresponding to a photon line fron x to x-. The

statistical rveighting of diagrams will be the sarne as in the radiation gauge

calculations discussed in Chapter 2, and hence the required cancellations

will occur if the S-matrix term obtained fron the second tern in (4.8) is

equal to minus twice that fron the Coulomb term (4.7) .

From the second part of (4.8), including adjoining current telms, we

obtain

I au* [ a+*- a ju(*') ju(*) i.ltc þ a-- * (r,.. 4J -"J -'- 
"2" 

\--l J \--' Là*ua*u 'uu*u

2âr

-tâ*o 
/."ufu) "^i,.; (no

--?-]
a*Àl

(n 
(+) (x - x') o (*o(np -?--'¡

àxP

Dr(x - x')

v
a

o

ãx

2
+n

v

ti.:"

âr À

-t 
n

âx!'
)

- D(-) (x - x-) o(*o' - xo)) (by (4.s))

¿ax- a jr(*-) ju(*) àâ
*þ a*'

= lltc
I

J

d4x
c2

X



* ln â * ,, -3-1 ,rÀ
'--u n*u , ã*u'

âr r al+n-l n-------lu â*" axÀl

u"^# ("'¿J

âr

-l
â*g 

/

[,.,ur*- iju(*-) 
ju(*) l**. ("uå

-2

(-) (x-x'

ao' L j'(*') ju(*)
o ('r) c2

D(x - x')
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in the S-matrix,

Thus there rvill

al
-t

TI
âxJ

o(*) ¡* _ x.)

_)
(ne -LJ D

ãxv

.lx

(n
p

,]

(where . = nu and n
u

= r for x. e o(t))

I

J

d4x

uX,

-- Tfic

+ 2nn
u

= 2 lltc

t

L

anx â*u

(integrating by parts and using current conservation)

d4x
o(t) u

do't ju(*-) ju(*) à

ðxÀ
n ( À

V
nn

c2

. , -J ,g(x - x-)

= - ,e:) x Coulonb tern

where the Coulomb term is given by Ø.7).

If the Coulomb factor is part of the expansion of Ht*1

the corresponding propagator will be part of the Ht*l t".t.

be an extra factor of +multiplying the term containing the propagator.
nc

We conclude that the correct results are obtained for scattering

calculations if only the diagrans involving photon-electron vertices are

used, and the usual propagator function

_ ,ltc or,(*j _ x.)Buv

is assumed to correspond to an internal photon line between x. and x..

Hence calculations of S-matrix elements in the quotient algebra

formulation of the Ferni method lead to the Feynman rules for scattering
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calculations. The modified Fermi method thus pz,ouides a possibLe basis

for the justifieation of the usuaL perttæbation methods of eaLeulation ín

quantun eLectz,odynønics. The justification of these rules on the basis of

the Fermi nethod was the subject of a paper by Coester and Jauch [ 9] . They

used Schwingerrs formalisrn to derive the usual rules for perturbation

calculations and noted (foot:-rote p.153) that the question of the normaliz-

ability of physical states ü/as unresolved. Our forrmtLatíon of the calcu-

Lations resoLues this pnoblem mtd theneby erpLains uhy Schwinger',l9l and

Coestey, ø¿d Jauch [9] obtaín the correct v,esuLts. As a further example,

in the following chapter we sha11 develop a reinterpretation of Schwingerrs

self-energy calculation [ 8] in terms of a representation of the quotient

algebra &" * A (N) /I.
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CHAPTER 5

THE SELF ENERGY OF THE ELECTRON

In addition to S-matrix calculations, there are other observable

consequences of the theory, which should be calculable on the basis of

any satisfactory quantization procedure. In particular, the S-natrix

contains only amplitudes calculated between states in the infinite past

and future. As an example of another calculation, we shal1 show that the

self energy of the electron can be calculated to second order by nethods

forrnally sinilar to those of Belinfante [ 1-] and Schwinger [ 8] .

To follow the approach of Belinfante, vle again consider the photon

annihilation and creation operators a'(k), ai(t), as acting on the kth

component of a continuous tensor product space, indexed by the momenturn k.

The interaction Haniltonian is given by

In, = .| 
a3x ¡u¡x¡ lu{*)

since the interaction Hamiltonian belongs to (/" x A(N)' there is a unique

T

element, HT, of ú1" x A(N) /I to which it corresponds. This correspondence

must be used when evaluating the matrix elements contributing to the self

energy:
(vo, Hr Yi) (Yi, Hr Vo)

where Vo is the inconing and outgoing electron, and V. ranges over the

intermediate states of processes which contribute to the self energy.

Belinfante calculated the self energy of an electron at lest, to

second order. He listed nine different kinds of electron-photon inter-

actions which contribute to this value. Only one of these pTocesses

involves transverse photons: the ernission and reabsorption of a transverse

photon of nornenturn k. In addition, there is the sane process for

longitudinal and for timelike photons; also either of these nonphysical

photons can be first absorbed and then re-emitted, as for a short tirne they
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can be present in the vacuum of the photon field; There is also the

possibility of the absorption of a tinelike and a longitudinal photon of

the same nomentum, since their energy contributions wilI cancel, leaving

the electron at rest; similarly for the e¡nission of both. All these

pairs of processes occurring in either order give all the possible self

energy terms to second order.

Belinfante found that the process involving transverse photons,

integrated over all possible mornenta, gave the usual logarithnically

divergent expression for the self energy of the electron. The contribu-

tion from the remaining processes was anbiguous, due to the infinite sums

involved. Depending at what point in the calculation the infinite

normalization (described in Chapter 1-) was isolated and set equal to 1,

the contribution from unphysical photons could be quadrati-cally divergent

oT zeTo.

If we regard the calculation as taking place in a representation of

the quotient algebra, then the operators in H, corresponding to longitudinal

and timelike photons are multiples of the supplenentary condition

(as(E) - aj(- \)) or (aã(t) - ao(k)), and so are in the zero equi-valence

class of A(N)/I, and do not contribute to the calculation. We are left

with the logarithmic divergence, which can be regularized in the usual way.

Like those of Belinfante, Schwinger's equations also involve a

fornulation of the supplementary condition which leads to physical states

which are not well-defined, as they are not nornalizable. But again, we

shall find that the equations of motion as he writes then can be regarded

as pertaining to the formulation of the interacting electromagnetic field

as a representation of the quotient algebra ft" * A(N)/I of ûe " A(N)

with respect to the ideal generated by the supplenentary condition operators.

With this reinterpretation, the norrnalízatian problem does not arise.
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The Gupta-Bleu1er method has the advantage that all perturbation

calculations can be done using explicitly covariant expressions involving

the electromagnetic potentiat ,Á, acting on the indefinite rnetric space

Il , and without explicit applicatíon of the supplementary condition.

Then the result can be projected onto the physical space H----^, as^ phys

defined in (1.19). We shall see how Schwingerrs methods of calculation

indicate that equally convenient e¡pressions involving the potential ,4u

may be used in the Fermi nethod. At any stage in the calculation, the

corresponding operators in the quotient algebra may be found. Thus the

covariant forn of.the Hamiltonian in terms of the unconstrained 4-vector

potential acts on the direct integrat space -/J defined in (7.20). This is

the Fock space for the vector potential. The quotient algebra is

repïesented on one of the components Á1, in the central deconposítion of

W. An operator gauge transforrnation of the forrn (3.2) puts the Hamiltonian

in a form in which the corresponding quotient algebra operator is easily

deduced.

For perturbation calculations in any nethod of quantizatíon, the ease

with which the transition is made between the field algebra description

and the quotient algebra description is due to the following propeTty..

The ínteraction pictuz,e HanrLLtoniarl (3.9) corwrutes üith the suppLementarg

con&Ltíon operators. This means that, contrary to the case of the fu11

Hamiltonian (3.5), no subtractions are necessary in order to find an

internal generator for tine translations.

Schwinger does a calculation of the electron self energy using two

alternative formulations of the Hamiltonian operator. One involves only

the transverse components of the electromagnetic potential, as v/e sal in

Chapter 5, while the other involves the ful1 electromagnetic potential,

and an explicit supplenentary condition. We sha11 interpret the first

version of the calculation as taking place in the physical algebra
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Ae X A(N)/I. The existence of the second version demonstrates that

calculations can be done in the convenient form involving the potential

trv, and a prescription can be given for interpreting them in terms of the

physical algebra.

First we consider the calculation taking place in the quotient

algebra. In Chapter 3, we wrote down the quotient algebra equation of

motj.on in a non-covariant radiation gauge form (3.10), and later in

covariant form, (3.22). We shall now verify that the equation (3.22)

reduces to (3.10) in the appropriate frame.

If we choose the flat spacelike surface o with normal nil = (1,0,0,0),

and perform the integration over the surface, (3.11) becornes

,o +Q- = I ur* {- | :!c,.t &u" (*) . å i.-=. ð,3x' L

- a8(x - x-) -,oL.... ,oL
,*i- 

j' (x) j" (x')Ì v(t)

The first terrn on the right hand side is

a,P (x - x') L
âx J (x)

t,
L

(s. 1)

I ut* c- å ¡LutÐ Q'' f u,u (- å Ti(- k,r) o'Q'trl(k,t))
L
(x)) =

which has the same form as the first term in the Hamiltonian (5.9). The

second term,

J(t) = 7 | as* | at*' 1a'Þ(x-'- 
x') jut(*)

2c2 J Jt.=t âx"

â,9(x - x') L
o

L
x

âx
o

nay also be written in terms of Fourier transforms. D(x) can be wrítten

jo (x)] j

d3k e
ik.x sin lll *o

l!l

( )

D(x)=- t I
(2t72 I

, sin lU ct
- anfnlEl-

so that

D (k, t)
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Now by (3.16), with'nu = (1,0,0,0),

Hence

and it follows that

Æt 
(k, t)

. a9(x - x-) L

v2 p(x) = - D(x)

, sin lll ct

ætr tll "

t ^ ik.x .' sin lll c(t - t') oL
= - j d3k ¡- iku) e 

";* 
lll , 

,' (k,t) 
'

which is zero', since sin lll c(t - t') is zero on the surface t = t'.

The second tern in J (t) ,

#l u'* I.=.,u'*' 
*ÏF" jot(*) jot(*')

= -#l u,* Jaa*' 
jot(*) jot(*-):# lå*

lr.
ik. (x - x') - '1

d3k e - p(k,t - t')l
I

d3x
t'=t ãx

-t

2c3

I

l
1 ¿3t

L

-ik. x'

J (x')

j

L
jo (x)

t
L cos lll c(t - t')

o

ãY (r)
ãt

e

d3k {

3!.
L

L

(x') c

I r.=,
d3k 1- iot(o,t);o

z lul2 c2

Thus (3.22) is equivalent to
L

I

I

(k,r) Ïfc- 5,.1
I i 

ut{- n,.) ol" (\,t) } v (t) ,rft

?o
J

z ¡rl2 c2
(s.2)
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which is just the equation of motion (3.10) with Haniltonian (3.9).

Starting from this equation of notion, we shall now follow the steps

of Schwingerrs self energy calculation [8]. As first order processes do

not contribute to the self energL we seek a transformation in the observ-

able algebra to eliminate first order terrns in (5.10):

Y(t) + s v(t) , (s.3)

for some TL 1n A" * 
^(N)/I. 

Under a transforrnation of this form, (5.10)

becornes

._L
-a I v (r)e

-iTL

. ._L
irl a"_1T *,., = "irlIft

The first order terms are contained in

a

ar7h (e-irl v(t)) = "irl Hlrrl

or
âv (t)
ât

Hl C.l e v(t) ,
iTL+7he

1e

(k ât

t

ATL Hl c.l) t

and will be eliminated if we choose TL such that

L

f uro (- þ ø1"{r,.) j*t(- 0,.) = Hl(t) - J(t)fl AT

ât

av (t)
at

A suitable choice for TL is

Then, to second order,

TL CHlCtl - J(t)) dr1

T
-æ

= {.rl(t) . i trl, u!¡t1 * .rl(t)l } v(t)

:!ct,tl ioL[- L,t) i

IVt

¿tr { þ"I Lj
2k2 c2

W d( e (t - t-)
m

(- k,t)



otr mL(k,t), il{- r.,t) otr nL(&,t)]} v(t)

s7.

(s.4)

L
T (k, t) ]

(5.4) can be written,

t"q$q=lu,n

to second order,

3,!,., ioL[- t,t) L t

Ltr (k,t) = i ITL

J n

v(t) , (s. s)

À

1J x)i (x-) do v[ o] (s.6)
À

L

_1¡
4c I'

t)

- ul rol",o, r, , (ôrj u) t (- L,.) Ì]

where ¡orju)t,L,., = i[ TL, js(k,t)]

2k2 c2

L
and (ôrq

9.
) , trl') (k, r)l

(ôTjø)t rr, to second order, the change in jul 
""rr"a by the transfornation

which eliminates first order interaction terns. It is the current induced

by the electronagnetic fie1d. Similarly, COrll")t ,r, to firsr order, the

electrornagnetic field induced by the current as a result of the first order

coupling. (It is rnultiplied by the current wherever it occurs, and so onl1'

needs to be taken to first order in a second order calculation.) In

covariant notation, a second order equation corresponding to (3.22) is

[{¡Lc*1, (ôrcLu)L(*) } * {torju)L{*) , cLr"c*) })

_ 1 |, J, a,9(x -_x'). * nin aECI -_12

"2 
)o'' axu --u--v ð*u

lfic ôY[ o]

ôo (x)

(u
L

and

r[ o]
L (Jv (x') e.l o,o'l du'

The self eneïgy of the electron can be calculated from this second order

equation. The interaction Haniltonian density is written as

1l,-
=__l

2hc2 )--

#lc*l = #f,ot*) +ffi (x) * f,"r,[*, * g+

J ( x )
u

L

1r0

L

i
x)(

t

where e! , describes transitions involving i electrons and j photons (theseLrJ

are the only terms which contribute to second order). We shatl find the
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,ilf,oC*l term by selecting the appropriate terms from a Wick ordering of

Hani ltonian.

The terms involving the electromagnetic field can be written

1

-1
f:_

4c
(tif c*1,

L-L
(ôrCLu) (x)) * {(6rju)L[*), &r (*)])

-L.L
do' (r:f c,.l ,ju (*') j LCLf c*-1, Øu (*)l

-L. {ef;(x'), d-v (*)} )o = - '6. EPu o(1)¡x - x')

Àn

I vlôvu (x-) :

= vfßvl6t< ,l,o[*)rlu(x') > 'q/ß(*)úv(x'): + < úß(*)üv(x') > ,0o(*)üu(x'):

,l,ot*)üU(x),1,r[*')rfo(x') : + (,l,ot*)úo(x-) > < q,ß(*)úr(x') >]

e[ o, o']

We require the vacuum expectation value of the electromagnetic factors, and

the value of the cürrent terms in the 1-particle state. Using the defini-

tion of the vâcuum (4.6), we find

-L
td.Lrr*'l , Qr (x)l = + lh.c Buu o(x - x')

Bltc3

L
* [ ju (x'), i

Ínc

+ ltc

f c*lr taf,r*'l , cL'"(x) ))

("u ,rÀ-q-,]ÐG-x-)
ðx^l

+] ¡y,t)(* - *-) ,

(s. 7)

(s. 8)

(s.s)

*'u#)
u

= < [ &f,r*'>, cL'L (*) ) )o ,

v
n+Iru

ð

axv

while

where

(1)

ð ãr

-l

àx)v
âx u

(*) (-)
D (x)-D (x) )

In general, a Wick ordering of a product of current terns is given by

(x)-i(D

,l,uju(x) jr(x') = : ilo(x)rfß'luC*) (x

+ (s. 10)
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and the first two terms in this deconposition contribute to the expectation

value in a l-particle state. Thus the contribution to the 1-particle

expectation value from I ifC*-1, ifC*lt is

* rüo(x)úo(x-) : . t úg(*),ür(*')l >, (s.11)

and the contribution fron {j X jL L( ) (x) ) isv u

+

So the contribution of the operator (5.7) to the self energy term of the

Hamiltonian density is T1(x) + T2(x), where

tiutlo (,úu (*) v", t*-) ' a {úo (x) , úo (x-) } >

úo (x) úo (x-) . {úg(*),üy(x')} ) .

.t@

Tr(x) = -t 
I

thc3 J --

* rúo(x)il,o(x') : a t úg(*),ür(*')l >) (-4c e

ef o ,o'l do'

* tüo(x)úo(x'): a {ûe(*),úy(*')} >) tk. t* D(x - x')

(s.72)

(s. 15)

tiutTo

e[ o o'] u'' tlßrlu

o(1) ¡x _ x,))
uv

and

rz(x) = t f-
8c2 J --

* ;úo(x)úo(x-):( {,t,u(x),0rt*)} >) laua'* ¡nuav * r,ua!) "^ +)r&(x - x')
àx"

* (tVg(*)úv(x-) : a túo(x),úo(x-)l ) +,úo(*)rlu(x') :

, 
< túg(*),üy(x')l >Ji [ruru * ¡nvàu*r,tauJ "^ å] 

p(t) (x - x') . (s.14)
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We shall show that Tz(x) exactly cancels with the contribution of the

Coulornb tern to the electron self energy.

We have

rz(x) = #, f_*¿'' rîßrlu[(,ru(x)úy(x-) : . zúo(x)úo(x') )

* tüo(x)rþo(x'): . zúß(x)úv(*') >)

* lauav * (nuav * nvãu; nÀa^) .&(*) (x - x')

* (: {,ß (x),þy (x') : a züo (*') úo (x) > * ; ü' (x) úo (x') :

. zùt(x')üg(x) >) (auau * ¡nuav * r,iru) ,rÀa^) g (-)C* - *')]

* ,úo(x)il,o(x') < úu(x),I,u[*-) >) ,ru i% # * ,,ur,À À^) I (x - x')
v Ðx"

_ 1 l, 
^-..,c1ß^,y6=;l oo Yrlu

c'¿a
( : úU (x) V, t*') < ,l,o{*) üo (x') >

- 31"0, *,,u.À ,îutTo t'üo(x)il'o(x') >

üu(x),t,rt*'): + ( rlu(x)l,r{*') t rúo(x)úo(x'):l nv do'

and using (5.10), the l-particle component of the Coulonb term is

Thus these terms cancel, and the self energy term of the interaction

Haniltonian density is T1(x), defined in equation (5.13).

We have chosen a radiation gauge type of representation of the algebra

A" " A(N)/I, so that there are separate contributions to interaction

calculations from Coulomb interactions and electron-photon interactions.

But we always find a cancellation between the Coulomb term and non-

covariant parts of the transverse photon propagator, which lead to a much

sirnpler final result. Such a result would have been obtained from the fu1l

4-dimensional photon field interacting with the electron field with no

Coulomb term; that is, if the interaction Hamiltonian - I ¡,,(*),4-u(*) isc -U.
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used, and the r-transformation (3.18) is not applied. However, there is

a problen in trying to do a calculation with the full 4-conponent

potential because of the difficulty of defining states which satisfy

the supplementary condition. Schwinger points out that if this inter-

action Hamiltonian is used, and it is regarded as acting on the Fock

space for the vector potential (our direct integrat space,í{ ) then it is

always possible at any stage to re-interpret the equations obtained as

deternining corresponding equations in terns of transverse potentials.

The same procedure al1ows re-interpretation in our quotient algebra

formulation as used in the calculation above. The correspondence is

achieved by applying the operator gauge transformation (3.2), ot

equivalently

A(x) + 
"-ir[ 

ol A(x) 
"ix[ 

o] , (s.16)

with X as defined in (3.18). This makes the supplementary condition

independent of the natter field, and it is then easy to proj ect the

interaction Hamiltonian so obtained onto the appropriate elernent of its

direct integral decornposition (e.g. the operator (3.20) gives rise in

this way to the quotient algebra operator (3.27).) All natter field

operators remain in the same form, and nultiples of the supplementary

condition operator, now in terms of components of the electromagnetic

potential only, are set equal to zero. Because the interaction Hamiltonian

always commutes with the supplenentary condition, this is an unambiguous

procedure. Thus after the transforrnation (5.16), the ïepresentation 
"Élo

is selected. This choice of gauge gives rise to a representation of

Út"X n (N)/r which we call the Fermi representation.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The algebraic formulation given in [ 3] ' l.4l and [ 5] for the free

electromagnetic field seems to be an important departure frorn other des-

criptions of the quantum theory, in the following sense. Elements of the

field algebra are no longer represented as operators which act on physical

states in the quantum formulation; instead, the quantum theory is defined

to be a representation of a quotient algebra of a subalgebra of the field

algebra. But in fact this description is not at odds with standard formu-

lations: both the Gupta-Bleuler and radiation gauge quantizations can be

interpreted as prescriptions for finding representations of the quotient

al gebra.

The indefinite metric formulation of Gupta and Bleuler can acconmodate

quantization i,n many different gauges, including choices which preserve

Lorentz covariance and invariance under Lorentz gauge transformations. On

the other hand, the radiation gauge formulation is a particular choice of

gauge, in which Lorentz covariance has been given up, but a repïesentation

on a space with definite metric is possible.

Gauges which differ by a non-Lorentz gauge transformation will lead

in general to inequivalent representations. We might take Segalrs approach

of regarding the quantum theory as being given by an abstract C*-algebra

(in this case, A.N)/I). fn order to do calculations h¡e must find a way of

deciding which representations will be physical.

In the Ferni method, a representation of A.(N)/I is found by selecting

components in a direct integral decomposition (L.20) of a representation

of A.(N) with respect to the supplementary condition operators. Therefore

the representation of the quotient algebra acts on a component Hilbert

space 7l ri" the direct integral. The choice of Hilbert space is a matter

of convenience and corresponds to a choice of gauge. A choice can be nade

which preserves Lorentz gauge invariance; namely 5l o i" the free theory.
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In quantun eleôtrod¡.rramics, whete interaction with an electron field

is introduced, we have described a relationship between the methods of

quantization which is conpletely similar to that which exists in the free

cas e.

As is well-knoln, the radiation gauge and Gupta-Bleuler quantizations

give identical results for perturbation calculations. It would seen

reasonable to regard as physical any quantization procedure which also

agreed with these well-accepted calculational results.

These results were also achieved in earlier calculations, such as

those of Schwinger and Belinfante, which however contained ambiguities,

due basically,to the problem of interpreting the supplementary condition

in the quantun theory. We have now seen that these calculations can be

interpreted as taking place in the Fermi representation of the quotient

algebra, obtained as an element of the direct decomposition of the

commutator algebra, &. x A(N) of the supplementary condition operators.

Furthennore, explicitly covariant calculations can be performed in the

representation of Ct" * A(N), with the understanding that the physical

information is contained in the appropriate representation of the quotient

algebra,

With this re-interpretation of the early calculations, the ambiguities

are elininated, and the Fermi representation is established as another

repïesentation of the abstract algebra, which rnust be regarded as physical

because it yields the correct results for the standard calculations of

quantum e1 ectrodynamics.
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